
 

Tempest Valdemar

As recognized, adventure as without difficulty as experience
roughly lesson, amusement, as with ease as pact can be gotten by
just checking out a book Tempest Valdemar furthermore it is not
directly done, you could give a positive response even more re this
life, all but the world.

We have the funds for you this proper as well as easy way to get
those all. We give Tempest Valdemar and numerous book
collections from fictions to scientific research in any way. along
with them is this Tempest Valdemar that can be your partner.

The Masque of
the Red Death
Penguin
This fourteenth
anthology of short
stories set in the
beloved Valdemar
universe features

tales by debut and
established authors
and a brand-new
story from Lackey
herself. The
Heralds of
Valdemar are the
kingdom's ancient
order of protectors.
They are drawn
from all across the
land, from all
walks of life, and at
all ages--and all
are Gifted with

abilities beyond
those of normal
men and women.
They are
Mindspeakers,
FarSeers,
Empaths,
ForeSeers,
Firestarters,
FarSpeakers, and
more. These
inborn
talents--combined
with training as
emissaries, spies,
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judges, diplomats,
scouts, counselors,
warriors, and
more--make them
indispensable to
their monarch and
realm. Sought and
Chosen by
mysterious horse-
like Companions,
they are bonded
for life to these
telepathic,
enigmatic
creatures. The
Heralds of
Valdemar and
their Companions
ride circuit
throughout the
kingdom,
protecting the
peace and, when
necessary,
defending their
land and monarch.
All-New Tales
of Valdemar

Titan Books
This omnibus
of the
acclaimed Vows
and Honor
trilogy, set
in the New
York Times
bestselling
world of
Valdemar,
follows Tarma
and Kethry,
swordswoman
and sorceress,
as they seek
justice for
past wrongs.
The Oathbound:
Introduces Tar
ma--swordswoma
n trained by
elite warriors
in all forms
of deadly
combat--and
Kethry, former
noblewoman
whose magical
skills were
shaped by a
powerful
school of

sorcery. United
by the Goddess
and armed with
a magical sword
drawing them to
those in need,
Tarma and
Kethry swore a
blood oath to
fight against
evil.
Oathbreakers:
When Idra,
leader of the
Sunhawk
mercenaries,
failed to
return from a
journey to her
home kingdom of
Rethwellan,
Tarma and
Kethry set out
in search of
her. Instead
they find a
land shadowed
by a dark
enchantment,
the claim to
the throne in
question, and
the people of
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Rethwellan in
terrible
jeopardy.
Oathblood: The
sisters of
sword and spell
have pledged to
train others to
fight for their
cause, starting
a school for
fledgling
warriors and
mages. But
training turns
out to be far
more perilous
than
expected--and
when two of
their students
are kidnapped,
Tarma and
Kethry must
draw upon their
combined skills
to answer the
call of destiny
in ways they
never imagined.

Gesta Danorum
Penguin

Together for the first
time in a single
volume, The
Complete Arrows
Trilogy is the
adventure that
launched Valdemar,
Mercedes Lackey’s
expansive fantasy
realm beloved by
generations of
readers. Talia, once
a runaway, is
Chosen by the
Companion Rolan, a
mystical horse-like
being with powers
beyond imagining.
She becomes one of
the great Heralds of
Valdemar, a
protector of the
realm, and a
member of the
Queen’s Own elite
guard. Over the
course of Talia’s
adventures, she
struggles to master
her unique magical

abilities, while
protecting her
queen, the heir to
the throne, and the
kingdom itself. She
battles against
diabolical magic,
treacherous
assassination plots,
dangerous unrest,
and traitors to her
fellow Heralds.
Acorn
This thirteenth
anthology of short
stories set in the
beloved Valdemar
universe features
tales by debut
and established
authors and a
brand-new story
from Lackey
herself. The
Heralds of
Valdemar are the
kingdom's ancient
order of
protectors. They
are drawn from all
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across the land,
from all walks of
life, and at all
ages--and all are
Gifted with abilities
beyond those of
normal men and
women. They are
Mindspeakers,
FarSeers,
Empaths,
ForeSeers,
Firestarters,
FarSpeakers, and
more. These
inborn
talents--combined
with training as
emissaries, spies,
judges, diplomats,
scouts,
counselors,
warriors, and
more--make them
indispensable to
their monarch and
realm. Sought and
Chosen by
mysterious horse-
like Companions,

they are bonded
for life to these
telepathic,
enigmatic
creatures. The
Heralds of
Valdemar and
their Companions
ride circuit
throughout the
kingdom,
protecting the
peace and, when
necessary,
defending their
land and monarch.
Now, twenty-three
authors ride with
Mercedes Lackey
to her magical
land of Valdemar,
adding their own
unique voices to
the Heralds,
Bards, Healers,
and other heroes
of this beloved
fantasy realm.
Rabbitry
Penguin

Follows the
adventures of
Talia as she
trains to become
a Herald of
Valdemar in the
first book in the
classic epic
fantasy Arrows
trilogy Chosen
by the
Companion
Rolan, a mystical
horse-like being
with powers
beyond
imagining, Talia,
once a runaway,
has now become
a trainee Herald,
destined to
become one of
the Queen’s own
elite guard. For
Talia has certain
awakening
talents of the
mind that only a
Companion like
Rolan can truly
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sense. But as
Talia struggles
to master her
unique abilities,
time is running
out. For
conspiracy is
brewing in
Valdemar, a
deadly treason
that could
destroy Queen
and kingdom.
Opposed by
unknown
enemies capable
of both diabolical
magic and
treacherous
assassination,
the Queen must
turn to Talia and
the Heralds for
aid in protecting
the realm and
insuring the
future of the
Queen’s heir, a
child already in
danger of

becoming
bespelled by the
Queen’s own
foes.
City of Storms
Penguin
Twenty-four
authors ride with
Mercedes Lackey
to her magical
land of Valdemar,
adding their own
unique voices to
the Heralds,
Bards, Healers,
and other heroes
of this beloved
fantasy realm.
The Heralds of
Valdemar are the
kingdom's ancient
order of
protectors. They
are drawn from
all across the
land, from all
walks of life, and
at all ages--and
all are Gifted with
abilities beyond
those of normal
men and women.

They are
Mindspeakers,
FarSeers,
Empaths,
ForeSeers,
Firestarters,
FarSpeakers, and
more. These
inborn
talents--combined
with training as
emissaries, spies,
judges, diplomats,
scouts,
counselors,
warriors, and
more--make them
indispensable to
their monarch and
realm. Sought and
Chosen by
mysterious horse-
like Companions,
they are bonded
for life to these
telepathic,
enigmatic
creatures. The
Heralds of
Valdemar and
their Companions
ride circuit
throughout the
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kingdom,
protecting the
peace and, when
necessary,
defending their
land and monarch.
Now, twenty-
three authors ride
with Mercedes
Lackey to her
magical land of
Valdemar, adding
their own unique
voices to the
Heralds, Bards,
Healers, and other
heroes of this
beloved fantasy
realm. Join
Elizabeth
Vaughan, Fiona
Patton, Jennifer
Brozek, Brenda
Cooper, Rosemary
Edghill, and
others in twenty-
two original
stories, including
a brand-new
novella by
Mercedes Lackey,
to Valdemar,
where: A Herald

must crack an
ancient code in a
historic tapestry
in order to
arbitrate a dispute
over land and
lineage... A
Healer's daughter
flees the noble
family that has
trapped and
enslaved her
mother, and must
seek help to free
her mother... A
young woman who
hides her
clairvoyant
powers from her
town's Karsite
priests ForeSees
a threat, and must
risk revealing her
Gift to save her
community... A
Herald finds his
assistant has been
abducted by a
man upon whom
he had levied a
heavy fine, and
must foil the
kidnapper's plans

to save his
charge...

Passages St.
Martin's Press
This fifteenth
anthology of
short stories
set in the
beloved
Valdemar
universe
features tales
by debut and
established
authors and a
brand-new
story from
Lackey
herself. The
Heralds of
Valdemar are
the kingdom's
ancient order
of protectors.
They are
drawn from all
across the
land, from all
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walks of life,
and at all
ages--and all
are Gifted with
abilities beyond
those of normal
men and
women. They
are
Mindspeakers,
FarSeers,
Empaths,
ForeSeers,
Firestarters,
FarSpeakers,
and more.
These inborn ta
lents--combine
d with training
as emissaries,
spies, judges,
diplomats,
scouts,
counselors,
warriors, and
more--make
them
indispensable

to their
monarch and
realm. Sought
and Chosen by
mysterious
horse-like
Companions,
they are
bonded for life
to these
telepathic,
enigmatic
creatures. The
Heralds of
Valdemar and
their
Companions
ride circuit
throughout the
kingdom,
protecting the
peace and,
when
necessary,
defending their
land and
monarch.
Tempest Rising

Penguin
The Heralds of
Valdemar are the
kingdom’s
ancient order of
protectors. They
are drawn from
all across the
land, from all
walks of life, and
at all ages—and all
are Gifted with
abilities beyond
those of normal
men and women.
They are
Mindspeakers,
FarSeers,
Empaths,
ForeSeers,
Firestarters,
FarSpeakers, and
more. These
inborn
talents—combined
with training as
emissaries, spies,
judges, diplomats,
scouts,
counselors,
warriors, and
more—make them
indispensable to
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their monarch and
realm. Sought and
Chosen by
mysterious horse-
like Companions,
they are bonded
for life to these
telepathic,
enigmatic
creatures. The
Heralds of
Valdemar and
their Companions
ride circuit
throughout the
kingdom,
protecting the
peace and, when
necessary,
defending their
land and monarch.
Now, twenty-
three authors ride
with Mercedes
Lackey to her
magical land of
Valdemar, adding
their own unique
voices to the
Heralds, Bards,
Healers, and other
heroes of this
beloved fantasy

realm. Join
Elizabeth
Vaughan, Fiona
Patton, Jennifer
Brozek, Brenda
Cooper, Rosemary
Edghill, and
others in twenty-
two original
stories, including
a brand-new
novella by
Mercedes Lackey,
to Valdemar,
where: A Herald
must crack an
ancient code in a
historic tapestry
in order to
arbitrate a dispute
over land and
lineage… A
Healer’s daughter
flees the noble
family that has
trapped and
enslaved her
mother, and must
seek help to free
her mother… A
young woman who
hides her
clairvoyant

powers from her
town’s Karsite
priests ForeSees
a threat, and must
risk revealing her
Gift to save her
community… A
Herald finds his
assistant has been
abducted by a
man upon whom
he had levied a
heavy fine, and
must foil the
kidnapper’s plans
to save his
charge…

Scandinavian
History Orbit
Mickey Zucker
Reichert,
Tanya Huff,
Michelle
Sagara, and
others present
eighteen
original tales
set in the
popular fantasy
universe of
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Valdemar, home
of the Heralds
and their
mysterious
horse-like
Companions
The History of
Nations Oxford
University
Press, USA
Granddaughter
of the
sorceress
Kethry,
daughter of a
noble house,
Kerowyn had
been forced to
run the family
keep since her
mother's
untimely death.
Yet now at last
her brother
was preparing
to wed, and
when his bride
became the

lady of the
keep, Kerowyn
could return to
her true
enjoyments -
training horses
and hunting.
But all
Kerowyn's
hopes and
plans were
shattered when
her anscestral
home was
attacked, her
father slain, her
brother
wounded, and
his fiancee
kidnapped.
Drive by
desperation and
the knowledge
that a
scorcerer had
led the journey
which would
prove but he

first step on the
road to the
fulfillment of
her destiny.
And Other
Tales of
Valdemar
Penguin
Paradise Lost
meets The Da
Vinci Code in
this page-
turning new
fantasy series!
A tarot reader
with a
dangerous
secret. A
priest whose
scarred
conscience
won’t let him
sleep. And a
fallen angel
bent on
corrupting
them both.
After decades
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of civil war, the
Via Sancta has
declared
victory over
humanity’s
basest
instincts.
Anger, hatred
and greed are
suppressed by
intricate Marks
on the skin.
Wards tame the
wild psychic
magic of the
ley. The
Church’s
enemies, the
once mighty
nihilim, have
been driven
into the Void.
But even the
most perfect of
worlds has a
shadow side.
Alexei is a
priest in the

storm-wracked
southern
capital of
Novostopol. He
hunts deviants
whose Marks
have inverted,
driving them
mad. When a
prominent
doctor violently
turns, Alexei
stumbles
across a
conspiracy at
the highest
levels of the
Via Sancta. The
trail leads to
Kasia Novak, a
cartomancer
who is much
more than she
seems. The
cards say their
fates are
intertwined — if
the threads

aren’t snapped
short. Now the
ley is rising
again. A nihilim
has infiltrated
the city. And
Alexei
discovers that
his faith’s
triumph over
the darkest
recesses of the
human soul is
more fragile
than he
imagined. What
is your deepest
desire? Money?
Power?
Revenge? Lust?
I’ll give to you.
Malach is many
things. Seducer
of the pious.
Survivor of the
Via Sancta’s
bloody
campaigns.
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Implacable foe
of all it stands
for. He’s
primal desire
made flesh, and
the thing he
wants most is a
child. Half-
bloods are
fragile
creatures, but
if this one
survives, it will
be monster, a
savior — or
both. Praise for
City of Storms
“Richly
textured and
fabulously
conceived.
Ross drapes a
tense political
thriller in a
trench coat of
dark fantasy.
Readers should
expect the

unexpected.”
–Kirkus
Reviews “A
masterpiece of
magical fantasy
which mixes its
unique
concepts into
the darkest
psychology of
the human mind
and its most
base physical
desires and
emotions.
Action,
excitement, and
darkness in all
the right
places. An
unmissable and
original read.”
–K.C. Finn for
Readers
Favorite, 5
Stars “A
rousing
adventure

[and] skillful
fusion of
history,
fantasy, and
religion. It
contains word
paintings with
arresting
beauty and a th
ree-
dimensional
character that
is torn between
duty and
loyalty. I
definitely
recommend
City of Storms
for its unique
twists, turns,
and brilliant
storyline.”
–Vincent
Dublado for
Readers
Favorite, 5
Stars
Scandinavian
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Influences in
the English
Romantic
Movement
Penguin
TempestAll-
New Tales of
ValdemarDAW
Tempest
Penguin
Chief Terry
Myell and
Lieutenant
Commander
Jodenny Scott
are in that
most
precarious of
military
situations, a
mixed
marriage.
Enlisted and
officer. It's
unnatural.
Terry and
Jodenny have
been assigned

to duty on the
planet Fortune,
away from the
huge ships that
carry colonists
from the
wreckage of
polluted Earth
to clean new
worlds across
the galaxy. But
there's another
way besides
spaceships to
travel from
world to world.
A group within
Team Space is
exploring the
Wondjina
Spheres, a set
of ancient alien
artifacts that
link places and
times. Now
those spheres
have shut down
and Team

Space thinks
that Terry and
Jodenny are
part of the key
to make them
work again —no
matter how the
two of them
feel about it.
They can
volunteer, or
be
"volunteered."
What the
researchers
can't anticipate
is that the
status quo, in
which Team
Space holds the
monopoly on
travel between
worlds, is about
to change. And
as a result,
Terry and
Jodenny will be
tested to their
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limits and
beyond.... At
the Publisher's
request, this
title is being
sold without
Digital Rights
Management
Software
(DRM) applied.
Nemesis Divina
Daw Books
In March 1987,
a young author
from Oklahoma
published her
first novel,
Arrows of the
Queen. This
modest book
about a magical
land called
Valdemar was
the beginning of
a fantasy
masterpiece
that would span
decades and
include more

than two dozen
titles. Now
sixteen of
today’s hottest
fantasy
authors—includin
g Tanya Huff,
Mickey Zucker
Reichert, Fiona
Patton, and
Judith Tarr—visit
the world of
Valdemar,
adding their own
special touches.
Tales of Music
and Magic DAW
The eleventh
anthology of
short stories set
in Mercedes
Lackey's
beloved
Valdemar
universe
features stories
by debut and
established
authors and a
brand-new story

from Lackey
herself The
Heralds of
Valdemar are
the kingdom’s
ancient order of
protectors. They
are drawn from
all across the
land, from all
walks of life, and
at all ages—and
all are Gifted
with abilities
beyond those of
normal men and
women. They
are
Mindspeakers,
FarSeers,
Empaths,
ForeSeers,
Firestarters,
FarSpeakers,
and more. These
inborn
talents—combine
d with training
as emissaries,
spies, judges,
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diplomats,
scouts,
counselors,
warriors, and
more—make them
indispensable to
their monarch
and realm.
Sought and
Chosen by
mysterious
horse-like
Companions,
they are bonded
for life to these
telepathic,
enigmatic
creatures. The
Heralds of
Valdemar and
their
Companions ride
circuit
throughout the
kingdom,
protecting the
peace and, when
necessary,
defending their
land and

monarch. Now,
twenty-three
authors ride with
Mercedes
Lackey to her
magical land of
Valdemar,
adding their own
unique voices to
the Heralds,
Bards, Healers,
and other heroes
of this beloved
fantasy realm.
Join Janny
Wurts, Elisabeth
Waters, Michele
Lang, Fiona
Patton, and
others in twenty-
four original
stories, including
a brand-new
novella by
Mercedes
Lackey, all set in
Valdemar,
where: A young
woman without
any of the

Heralds’ Gifts
must see a
Companion
safely delivered
to Haven.... A
Herald must
revisit the
mysteries of his
childhood to
save his own
young family and
combat a threat
at the very heart
of Valdemar.... A
Hawkbrother
flees for his life,
trailed by a
mysterious bird
that prophesizes
a dire future....
A mage must
choose whether
to steal a
priceless artifact
and be branded a
thief and traitor,
or let his
country fall to
magic that could
prove far more
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deadly....
TempestAll-New
Tales of
Valdemar
Rabbitry, a
pentalogy. Five
fine short stories,
upon two themes.
The first three
follow adventure
deep in high
Alpine mystique.
The latter two
stories trace
relationships
spanning life and
tragic death. A
Fine Day
Standing before a
precipice of her
own making, the
cost of a life
hiding behind
beauty is
required to be
paid in full. Could
it be that the
currency one
acquires will not
suffice on such a
fine day? Would
the bill collector

relent, if sufficient
favors are traded,
to accept soiled
foreign notes? A
glacier hewed
mountain bears
witness to the
cold passage of
time’s resolution
where some live
the lifespan of a
Mayfly. Others,
far older, have
known the rise
and fall of such as
these. A Couple’s
Hunger
Benevolent
benefactors of
street urchins can
run the gamut of
motivations. For
some, it is an end
in itself. For
others, it is the
end, beautiful
though it may
seem. High
mountains keep
their stories
secret. Those not
adept are warned
to beware where

they tread. From
the exploration A
Fine Day
introduced, A
Couple’s Hunger
carries on.
Dipster Hoofus
End of the line
comes into view.
Two women’s
unremitting trust
finds reward in a
familiar Alpine
world. A world
where one’s goal
long prepared is
brought to fruition
assisted by the
other’s
destruction. For
some, time slips
away, recycled
into the future’s
iteration. Explore
the depth
shoveled by
Dipster Hoofus
that began in A
Fine Day and
carried on with A
Couple’s Hunger.
Herein lies
realization of
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actions hidden in
plain sight. End of
the World Grief
from a death is
visited upon the
surviving
members of a
polyamorous
family. The
departing
partner’s wish:
scatter her ashes
upon the waters
at a cape they had
frequented.
Honoring the
promise given
required traveling
by a road less
frequented. Will
the imbalance of
the broken
relationship be
overcome, sealing
their resolve? Or,
do tragic
consequences
await the
survivors before
the End of the
World? The World
of Jeb From
reconciling the

senselessness of
fate, can comfort
be found in one's
life? Would
understanding the
intricacies of a
tragedy bring
solace? The
remaining
member of a
family relives the
guilt of survival in
this continuing
story begun in
End of the World.
About the Author
Jeff Hayes has
been working for
many years as a
Software
Engineering
Consultant- not to
be confused with
his evil-twin, of
no relation. Now
located in
Switzerland as an
employee with a
financial firm, he
has found several
hours free in his
daily commute.
Daydreaming out

the carriage
window on the
green Swiss
countryside, the
idea came to him
to consider the
train commute as
renting a public
space office.
Balancing the
distraction of the
fellow passengers
with life within
office space cube
walls, thus began
Jeff's side work
realizing thoughts
into words.
Excerpt. �
Reprinted by
permission. All
rights reserved. A
Fine Day Standing
at the edge of a
spit of land, a
broad lake was
before her. This
was land’s end,
jutting out to form
one edge of an arc
defining a cove.
Wind blew at her
hair. She pulled
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the chaos back
into order,
pushing the
escaped locks
under a woolen
cap. The cap! Rolf
had bought it for
her before
Christmas. The
occasion had been
the evening they
went to the street
market. Events
remained clear
but for the details.
After the
purchase, there
had been an
argument and he
had walked off.
The topic has
since been
forgotten.
Another in a
series of
manufactured
situations Rolf
would contrive to
rationalize a
reaction.
Prospero in Hell
Penguin
The long-awaited

founding of
Valdemar comes
to life in this
second book in
the new series
from a New York
Times-bestselling
author and
beloved fantasist.
Baron Valdemar
and his people
have found a
temporary haven,
but it cannot hold
all of them, or for
long. Trouble
could follow on
their heels at any
moment, and
there are too
many people for
Crescent Lake to
support. Those
who are willing to
make a further
trek by barge on
into the West will
follow him into a
wilderness
depopulated by
war and scarred
by the terrible
magics of a

thousand years
ago and the Mage
Wars. But the
wilderness is not
as "empty" as it
seems. There are
potential friends
and rapacious
foes.... ....and
someone is
watching them.

The Stars
Down Under
Jeff Hayes
THE START
OF A BRAND
NEW URBAN
FANTASY
SET IN
SMALL TOWN
MAINE
WHERE
EVERYTHING
IS NOT AS IT
SHOULD BE...
Living in small
town Rockabill,
Maine, Jane
True always
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knew she didn't
quite fit in with
so-called
normal society.
During her
nightly,
clandestine
swim in the
freezing winter
ocean, a grisly
find leads Jane
to startling
revelations
about her
heritage: she is
only half-
human. Now,
Jane must
enter a world
filled with
supernatural
creatures
alternatively
terrifying,
beautiful, and
deadly- all of
which perfectly
describe her

new "friend,"
Ryu, a
gorgeous and
powerful
vampire. It is a
world where
nothing can be
taken for
granted: a dog
can heal with a
lick; spirits bag
your groceries;
and whatever
you do, never-
ever-rub the
genie's lamp. If
you love
Sookie
Stackhouse,
then you'll want
to dive into
Nicole Peeler's
enchanting
debut novel.
Or, The
Northern
Enchantment.
A Poetical

Romance, in
Seven Books
Penguin
TODAY'S TOP
WRITERS OF
FANTASY
WITH ALL-
NEW
ADVENTURES
SET IN THEIR
MOST
POPULAR
SERIES You
are cordially
invited to
explore the
many worlds of
modern
fantasy, with
an array of the
field's
brightest stars
as your guides.
Masters of
Fantasy
presents a
glittering
roster of
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today's most
popular fantasy
writers,
offering brand
new adventures
set in their
most popular
series. David
Weber, author
of the NY
Times best-
selling Honor
Harrington
series, is
equally a
master of
fantasy in his
popular Bahzell
series,
including the
just-released
Wind Rider's
Oath.Mercedes
Lackey is
among the most
popular of
today's fantasy
writers and her

Valdemar
novels are best
sellers.Mickey
Zucker
Reichert is
author of the
best-selling
Bifrost
Guardians and
Books of
Barakhai
series.David
Drake is known
for his best-
selling
Hammer's
Slammers
series and the
equally popular
Lord of the
Isles fantasy
series
(Tor).Andre
Norton's Witch
World novels
have enthralled
readers for
four decades.El

izabeth Moon's
Paksenarrion
series are
among the
decade's most
popular fantasy
novels.Alan
Dean Foster is
known for his
top-selling
space
adventures, his
movie
novelizations,
and his fantasy
adventure
novels. Also on
board are such
stars as Hugo
and Nebula
winner Michael
Resnick, New
York Times
best-selling
author Robert
Asprin and his
popular "Myth"
series
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collaborator
Jody Lynn Nye,
and more. This
feast of fantasy
adventure will
be a must-buy
for all fantasy
fans. At the
publisher's
request, this
title is sold
without DRM
(Digital Rights
Management).
Under the Vale
and Other Tales
of Valdemar
Penguin
New York Time
s-bestselling
author
Mercedes
Lackey's Herald
Spy series, set
in the beloved
fantasy world of
Valdemar
Herald Mags,
the King of

Valdemar’s
Herald-Spy, has
been developing
a clandestine
network of
young
informants who
operate not only
on the streets of
the capital city
of Haven, but
also in the Great
Halls and
kitchens of the
wealthy and
highborn. In his
own established
alternate
personas, Mags
observes the
Court and the
alleys alike,
quietly gathering
information to
keep Haven and
the Kingdom
safe. His wife
Amily, is
growing into her
position as the

King’s Own
Herald, though
she is irritated
to encounter
many who still
consider her
father, Herald
Nikolas, to be
the real King’s
Own.
Nonetheless,
she finds it
increasingly
useful to be
underestimated,
for there are
dark things
stirring in the
shadows of
Haven and up on
the Hill.
Someone has
discovered many
secrets of the
women of the
Court and the
Collegia—and is
using those
secrets to
terrorize and
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bully them.
Someone is
targeting the
religious houses
of women, too,
leaving behind
destruction and
obscene ravings.
But who?
Someone at the
Court? A
disgruntled
Palace servant?
One of the
members of the
Collegia?
Someone in the
patriarchal sect
of the god
Sethor? Could
the villain be a
woman? And
what is this
person hoping to
achieve? It isn’t
blackmail, for
the letters
demand nothing;
the aim seems to
be the victims’

panic and
despair. But
why? Mags and
Amily take steps
to minimize the
damage while
using both magic
and wits to find
the evildoer. But
just as they
appear to be on
the verge of
success, the
letter-writer
tires of terror
and is now out
for blood. Mags
and Amily will
have to track
down someone
who leaves few
clues behind and
thwart whatever
plans have been
set in motion,
and
quickly—before
terror turns to
murder.
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